
Unique Auctions Catalogue 10 Jan 2015
1 12 men's jackets
2 2 men's suits and 2 jackets
3 A large quantity of men's shirts
4 A box of men's trousers
5 A quantity of tennis raquets
6 An  Espresso coffee machine
7 A model aeroplane
8 A Hitachi colour camera and accessories in case
9 4 paper shredders, a file box and a scanner

10 A quantity of prints
11 2 pet carriers
12 A box of picture frames
13 A quantity of suitcases
14 A box of miscellaneous
15 2 single bedsteads
16 A box of Christmas decorations and games
17 2 boxes of miscellaneous
18 A box of miscellaneous
19 A quantity of prints
20 A quantity of dinner ware
21 A quantity of pictures
22 A quantity of French dinner ware
23 2 boxes of metal ware
24 A card table, mirror, 2 clocks etc
25 A box of stamp magazines etc
26 A quantity of LP boxed sets
27 3 Bamboo shelf units
28 A 2 seater settee
29 An organ and stool
30 A painted fire screen
31 A framed country scene print
32 An oak framed country scene
33 A cream 3 seat sofa
34 A bamboo magazine rack and a vegetable rack
35 A coffee table with glass top and horse scene
36 8 table lamps
37 A large quantity of textile items
38 A large corner suite
39 A box of prints etc
40 2 pairs of ski boots
41 A box of brassware
42 2 boxes of games etc
43 A large quantity of china including Royal Albert
44 2 glass trinket sets etc

45 A mixed lot of Oriental china etc
46 A Sylvac stork vase and 3 other items
47 A quantity of porcelain posies including Doulton
48 A part Victorian tea set, 29 pieces
49 9 old horse brasses
50 A pair of Oriental 'bamboo' plates and one other
51 36 items of retro dinnerware
52 13 items of blue and white china
53 A quantity of plates including Royal Albert Platter, RAF plates etc
54 9 prints including cries of London
55 11 items of copper lustre ware
56 An unused wedding photo album
57 2 retro record racks and 78rpm records
58 A box of books including carpentry
59 A large quantity of slides, viewer etc
60 A box of knitting needles, woolwinder etc
61 2 boxes of CD's
62 A box of videos
63 5 new door locks
64 A mixed lot including Wade decanter
65 2 trays of Mecanno
66 A mixed lot including Oriental
67 A Furby and a camel
68 3 Basil Brush toys
69 8 items of Oriental china etc
70 A mixed lot of toys including Corgi
71 A Challenge sheet sander
72 A large quantity of collector's and other plates
73 A mixed lot including flying ducks
74 A quantity of PC games
75 A metal card index drawer
76 A box of tools
77 2 19th century volumes History and Topography of the county of Essex
78 A quantity of glassware
79 5 Volumes of the war illustrated, WW2
80 A vintage doll
81 A mixed lot of blue and white including Doulton
82 3 pairs of new shoes
83 An old petrol can
84 2 bags of bowling balls
85 3 boxes of miscellaneous
86 2 cast door stops and 3 other items
87 A teasmade
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88 A part Doulton Beaumont dinner set
89 A pair of bronze desk boxes
90 A Desert Orchid plate, 8 Limoges plates and others
91 A mixed lot including cow creamers
92 An old voltmeter
93 A mixed lot of glass including oil lamp
94 A box of porcelain posies
95 2 Sylvac cats and 4 cups and saucers
96 A  Panasonic cine camera and accessories
97 A quantity of crested china
98 A BT video phone
99 A box of pictures

100 A painted fire surround and fire
101 A wicker bedroom chair
102 A mahogany effect wall unit
103 2 figures
104 A quantity of drinking glasses
105 A shelf of books
106 A quantity of china including meat platter
107 A Royal Worcester tureen and 2 flan dishes
108 An old radio gramme
109 An old dial telephone
110 A box of sundry items
111 An extending table and 4 chairs
112 A mixed lot of china
113 A standard lamp and a table lamp
114 A double pedestal desk
115 A fire extinguisher
116 A mixed lot of vases etc
117 A foot spa etc
118 A box of pictures and frames
119 A box of Mecanno and other magazines
120 A box of vanity items
121 A box of brassware
122 A box of copper ware including kettles and jugs
123 A 1930's child's chair, a./f
124 A quantity of loose and cased cutlery, scales & weights, water jug and 6 glasses
125 2 ornamental swords, copper warming pan and small companion set
126 A mixed lot of china and glass
127 A mixed lot including candlestick, cigarette box, jewellery box and contents, wooden figures, binoculars etc
128 A garden spray
201 A modern wall clock

202 8 chamber pots
203 2 old sewing machines
204 A photographic enlarger and associated equipment for printing
205 A set of workshop shelves
206 A bird bath
207 A tool box and tools
208 An old leather golf bag and golf clubs
209 A Briggs and Stratton 4HP lawn mower
210 3 electric hand tools
211 A garden vac
212 A Bosch hedge trimmer
213 A stihl pressure washer
214 A Vax vacuum cleaner
215 A Bosch garden shredder
216 A Champion circular saw
217 A Bosch strimmer
218 A Vax vacuum cleaner
219 A quantity of Cuprinol etc
220 A Black and Decker strimmer
221 A boxed Oriental tea set
222 A box of old hinges
223 A Bosch hedge trimmer and mask
224 A Black and Decker drill
225 A glass topped coffee table
226 A box of soft toys
227 An old tool box
228 2 boxes of tools
229 2 boxes of curtains, clothes etc
230 An old armchair missing seat
231 A tool box and contents including drill bits
232 A workshop cabinet
233 2 wooden stepladders and a work bench
234 3 wooden step ladders
235 3 paste tables
236 2 music centres and a television
237 A 2 drawer filing cabinet
238 A pine box
239 A quantity of garden tools
240 A quantity of garden tools
241 A quantity of garden tools
242 A quantity of garden tools
243 A quantity of garden tools
244 A mixed lot of china etc (all on table)
245 A mahogany effect corner cabinet
246 A teak wall unit
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247 A retro cabinet
248 A chest freezer
249 A quantity of golf clubs and bags
250 2 white and teak chest of drawers and a bookcase
251 A drop leaf table
252 A tiled top trolley table
253 A large quantity of tools
254 An oil can and 2 heaters
255 A quantity of tools
256 A Victorian chair for restoration
257 A metal trunk
258 A quantity of collector's plates
259 A quantity of stools and step ladders
260 A teak wardrobe
261 A bookcase
262 A 3 piece bedroom suite
263 An electric sewing machine
264 2 loom linen bins, a bedside and one other item
265 A quantity of beer making equipment
266 A large quantity of electrical items
267 Approximately 15 boxes of books
268 A large quantity of kitchen ware
269 A single guest bed
270 A Harrison double divan with headboard
271 A slumberland double divan base and mattress
272 A round dining table
273 A pair of pine bed settees
274 A garden bench
275 An instand gazebo with side curtains
276 A large quantity of furniture, tea chests etc
277 A large quantity of tools
278 A Conservatory suite
279 A quantity of chairs and stools
280 2 vacuum cleaners
281 A coffee table and one other
282 A large quantity of chests of drawers and other furniture
283 Approximately 35 boxes of books
284 A quantity of folding chairs
285 An AEG washing machine
286 A Bosch washing machine
287 An old table in bits and a book case
288 2 clothes rails
289 A Calor gas fire
290 A Tradbreaker bike
291 A Raleigh bike

292 A petrol lawn mower
293 A Universal girls bike
294 A Universal girls bike
295 A car wheel with new tyre
296 A cased pair of binoculars
297 A bench vice
298 A quantity of tennis raquets
299 2 pine shelves
300 A quantity of electric tools
301 A single divan base and mattress
302 2 cassette stands and a quantity of cassettes
303 A pottery lamp base, a Crown Devon Jug, Carlton ware dish etc
304 A pair of teak 2 drawer bedside chests
305 A pair of white wardrobes
306 A pair of double wardrobes and a single wardrobe
307 An oil on canvas entitled 'The Flower Seller' by Sue Fenton
308 A framed and glazed rose picture
309 3 framed and glazed prints
310 A teak wall unit
311 2 dog figures
312 An Electrolux vacuum cleaner
313 A bed cover
314 A mixed lot including teapot
315 A quantity of glasses and a carnival glass bowl
316 A quantity of stoneware jars, jugs etc
317 A mixed lot of china
318 2 umbrella's and a parasol
319 A pine dresser
320 39 pieces of Royal Tuscan retro style teaware
321 20 pieces of Royal Albert Crown china tea ware
322 2 part tea sets and a tureen
323 A Hotpoint fridge freezer
324 A box of glassware
325 A modern wardrobe and matching pair of bedside chests
326 5 items of glassware including jugs
327 A triple dressing mirror
328 2 bevel edged mirrors
329 A quantity of games including Trivial pursuit, Scrabble etc
330 An AEG automatic washing machine
331 A framed jigsaw puzzle
332 A Child's quilt
333 A white 5 drawer chest
334 A clown picture
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335 3 Barclay's promotional parrots
336 A white 3 drawer bedside chest
337 A 3 drawer bedside chest
338 An Electrolux fridge
339 A pair of good quality curtains and matching pelmet
340 A Hotpoint iced diamond fridge freezer
341 3 table lamps and spare shades
342 A 3 drawer bedside chest
343 A Beko Automatic washer
344 A Lec fridge freezer
345 A velvet bedcover
346 A quantity of fishing rods
347 An inlaid 2 over 3 chest of drawers
348 A Singer 'Magic Tailor' sewing machine and an Agfa projector
349 A quantity of boxed drinking glasses
350 A mahogany wall bracket
351 2 hat boxes and hats
352 A modern 5 drawer chest
353 A Bagatelle and a two cushion rebound game
354 A modern oval table
355 A box of miscellaneous including Lurpak items
356 A Rolls Royce mirror and one other
357 2 boxed Melamine table ware sets
358 A mahogany music centre cabinet
359 2 Meakin tureens and a gravy jug
360 A plant stand
361 An oak wash stand
362 A steering lock
363 A boxed electric kettle and 2 other items
364 An invalid table
365 A vintage sewing machine
366 A mixed lot including letter racks, lamps etc
367 A white bedroom cupboard
368 A mahogany 'Meredew' corner unit
369 2 metal bottle stands and a mirror
370 A boxed set of Christmas lights
371 A pair of bedside tables
372 A box of teaware
373 A wool throw
374 A jug and basin set and a jug
375 An oak 2 tier side table
376 A silver plate tea set a/f and a lidded sugar bowl
377 A box of neck ties
378 2 letter racks and a trinket chest
379 A circular oak occasional table

380 A Zanussi fridge freezer
381 A Haier washing machine
382 A box of fabric items
383 A quantity of vases, teapot etc
384 A coffee table on wheels
385 A dressing table
386 A white 4 drawer chest
387 A kitchen table and 4 chairs
388 50 pieces of Johnson Bros 'Eternal Beau' tea and dinnerware
389 An oil on board seascape
390 A bird cage
391 A Steepletone portable radio
392 2 bamboo side tables
393 2 clothes airers
394 A retro style dinner set and 3 ruby glass sundae dishes
395 An Elna sewing machine
396 An oak veneered Venetian blind, 650 x 1060mm
397 An adjustable reading lamp
398 A pair of teak effect bookcases
399 20 pieces of Royal Stafford teaware
400 A 21 piece tea set
401 7 fabric lamp shades with  beaded trim
402 A black office chair
403 A shelf of hard back books
404 2 shelves of stationary items
405 3 boxes of candles etc
406 A mixed lot of silver plate
407 A quantity of jigsaw puzzles
408 A quantity of CD's
409 A quantity of writing implements including caligraphy
410 A quantity of pictures
411 A modern bookcase
412 A modern bookcase with drawers
413 A pair of fireside chairs
414 A quantity of soft toys
415 A metal cabinet
416 A pair of chairs with tooled leather seats and backs
417 A wood framed mirror
418 An oak roll top desk
419 2 blue and white bowls and a blue jardiniere
420 A quantity of collector's plates
421 A quantity of unframed pictures and maps
422 A snooker cue in case
423 A china cabinet
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424 A bureau
425 A quantity of animal figures etc
426 A mixed lot of boots, shoes, handbags etc
427 A Standinova fridge freezer
428 A framed and glazed woodland scene
429 A retro wall clock
430 A decorative wall plaque
431 A mixed lot of glassware
432 A mixed lot of silver plate including table centrepiece
433 A wooden pig and an elephant
434 A mixed lot of glassware
435 A mixed lot of tea ware
436 A mixed lot of stoneware jars etc
437 2 Oriental carvings in glass cases and a tin tray
438 A mixed lot of chandelier droppers, perfume bottles etc
439 5 items of coloured glass
440 3 spear heads and a belt
441 A mixed lot of unfinished tapestries
442 A framed and glazed poppy print
443 A claret jug and a metal ewer
444 A Mrs Beeton's Household management
445 3 pairs of wooden candlesticks
446 A mixed lot of glassware
447 3 vases and 2 other items
448 A mixed lot of wooden item including crib board
449 8 small figurines
450 A silver plate 3 piece tea service
451 A mixed lot of porcelain including Royal Crown Derby
452 A mixed lot of military items including binoculars
453 A brass oil lamp with shade
454 A barley twist plant stand
455 A table lamp with water feature
456 A mixed lot of glassware
457 A quantity of pewter etc
458 A mixed lot of souvenir china
459 A cased microscope
460 A vanity set etc
461 A mixed lot including binoclulars
462 A mixed lot of vases etc
463 A brass fighter plane
464 A boxed Burago Mercedes car and 3 others
465 A quantity of rug making wool etc
466 An old cornet
467 A wooden table lamp base

468 A barley twist stool
469 A brass coal box and other brassware
470 A mixed lot of figurines
471 A mixed lot of coloured glass vases
472 2 pairs of book ends and a metal dish
473 A mixed lot of coloured glass
474 2 ceramic sherry barrels
475 A mixed lot of glassware
476 4 country style ornaments
477 A quantity of Wedgwood Jasper ware
478 A mixed lot of brass and copper including kettle
479 A mixed lot of trinket boxes etc
480 A mixed lot of cake stands
481 A dolls high chair
482 A set of scales and weights
483 A china cabinet
484 A mixed lot of green glass
485 An oak magazine table
486 3 Samoroi figures and 2 others
487 6 Items of Royal Crown Derby 'Posies'
488 A quantity of wooden boxes etc
489 3 framed and glazed silhouettes
490 A French deco style marble clock set
491 A large quantity of jewellers price tags
492 A porcelain doll and one other
493 A set of 5 bell weights
494 A brass trumpet
495 A pair of figures and 2 other items
496 A set of Russian nesting dolls
497 6 metal boxes
498 An acoustic guitar
499 A silver plate candelabra and a pheasant
500 An old squeeze box
501 A pair of dogs of foo horn ornaments
502 A brass inlaid box and a carved box
503 A retro metal 3 piece tea set
504 A framed and glazed icon
505 A pair of brass candlesticks and other items
506 A metal bulls head
507 A brass cornet
508 A cake stand, toast rack etc
509 5 figurines
510 A cased pair of binoculars
511 A quantity of paperweights
512 An oak folding cake stand
513 A decanter, cake stand etc
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514 A geese flying over lake scene
515 A glass wall clock
516 A copper bedwarmer
517 A floral framed mirror
518 An oil on canvas beach scene
519 3 china cake stands
520 A nest of 3 tables (1 with missing glass)
521 A Colclough 22 piece tea set
522 An oak side table
523 A quantity of old fishing rods
524 A painted Oriental wall plaque
525 A wooden cat door stop, dog door stop and waiter figure
526 A set of 6 floral tea plates
527 A mixed lot of binoculars
528 A model galleon
529 A quantity of cat figures etc
530 4 Royal Albert 'Provincial Flowers' tea cups and saucers
531 3 cries of London prints
532 A quantity of shoe trees
533 A set of 4 mahogany dining chairs
534 A retro telephone
535 A copper fondue set and candlesticks
536 A model Cutty Sark
537 A mixed lot of teaware
538 An old rifle
539 A table lamp, alabaster water set and a mirror
540 An empty photo album
541 A gilt framed oil on canvas
542 A vintage teddy bear
543 A pair of Victorian arm chairs
544 A vintage doll
545 A 30 hour painted face Grandfather clock
546 A leather topped lap desk
547 A Kelly's directory of Lincoln and other books
548 A quantity of Oriental china
549 3 tapestry cushions
550 A pair of framed and glazed harvest scenes
551 A quantity of tea cups and saucers
552 An acoustic guitar
553 An American rocking chair
554 2 etchings including Hardwick Hall
555 A quantity of Owl figures etc
556 4 table lamps
557 A large quantity of assorted plates
558 A 19th century spelter knight lamp with cranberry 

glass flame shade
559 A rosewood writing box
560 A 1930's open twist oak table lamp with mottled yellow glass shade
561 An oak gate leg table
562 A box of old tins
563 A carved cupboard
564 A nest of 3 tables
565 A framed and glazed picture of 2 young girls
566 A pair of carved cane seated chairs, a/f
567 A quantity of aeronautical prints
568 A quantiity of blue glass ware
569 A Mahjong set
570 A quantity of building books
571 2 boxed Royal Worcester trays
572 A cased tenor horn
573 A basket and contents
574 An oak biscuit barrel, stoneware jar etc
575 A quantity of 78rpm records
576 A box of vintage nylon stocking in original packaging
577 A pair of porch lanterns
578 2 pottery bulb bowls and a plated
579 A pine school desk £20.00 - £30.00
580 A vintage briefcase with braille machine? £5.00 - £10.00
581 A oil lamp £5.00 - £10.00
582 A quantity of 45 rpm records £10.00 - £20.00
583 Three volumes of Book Auction Records £5.00 - £10.00
584 A quantityof vintage naturist magazines inc Sunbathing Review £20.00 - £30.00
585 A large ornate lamp with shade £10.00 - £20.00
586 An Ercol bookshelf £10.00 - £20.00
587 A large quantity of Indian ware dinnerware £20.00 - £30.00
588 A round topped table £10.00 - £20.00
589 A quantity of die-cast cars £10.00 - £20.00
590 Two straw type hats £5.00 - £10.00
591 A quantity of vintage teddy bears £5.00 - £10.00
592 A quantity of teaware inc trios, plates etc £10.00 - £20.00
593 A quantity of small pictures £10.00 - £20.00
594 Two copper warming pans £10.00 - £20.00
595 Two evening gowns £10.00 - £20.00
596 A picture in wooden frame £10.00 - £20.00
597 A round porthole style mirror in gold frame £10.00 - £20.00
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598 A quantity of pewter and metalware items £10.00 - £20.00
599 A two drawer chest of drawers on wheels £10.00 - £20.00
600 A quantity of CDs, DVDs and Videos £5.00 - £10.00
601 A quantity of prints in frames £5.00 - £10.00
602 Two pottery shire horses £10.00 - £20.00
603 A quantity of animal and bird figurines (one shelf) £10.00 - £20.00
604 A quantity of books inc Observers £10.00 - £20.00
605 A quantity of leather bags etc £5.00 - £10.00
606 A quantity of pottery items £5.00 - £10.00
607 A quantity of Asian and Ethnicitems £10.00 - £20.00
608 Five Louis Wain prints in frames £10.00 - £20.00
609 A quantity of pottery items inc Blue and White £10.00 - £20.00
610 A quantity of misc items inc leather pouches £10.00 - £20.00
611 A quantity of Hornsea Pottery items £10.00 - £20.00
612 A quantity of Japanese pottery items £5.00 - £10.00
613 Two oils on canvas inc one of Lincoln Cathedral £10.00 - £20.00
614 A camel seat £10.00 - £20.00
615 A quantity of crystal and glassware £10.00 - £20.00
616 A quantity of Wedgwood Cascade dinnerware £10.00 - £20.00
617 A quantity of pottery inc Steins £5.00 - £10.00
618 A quantity of enamel ware £10.00 - £20.00
619 Two f/g etchings £10.00 - £20.00
620 A sewing table £20.00 - £30.00
621 A period lowboy a/f £100.00 - £200.00
622 A quantity of misc items £5.00 - £10.00
623 An oil on board of a River in Mountain Scene signed L D Gott £10.00 - £20.00
624 A four shelf glazed mahogany cabinet £20.00 - £30.00
625 A bevelled mirror in gold frame £10.00 - £20.00
626 An old oil on canvas Bridge over River £20.00 - £30.00
627 A two drawer filing cabinet £10.00 - £20.00
628 A f/g print Mother with Children in gold frame £10.00 - £20.00
629 An oil on canvas River scene with Church in background £10.00 - £20.00
630 A fine f/g print Lady Reading a Letter in gold frame £10.00 - £20.00

631 A large oil on canvas Farmers with Haywain in Forest signed C Bowker 1919 ? £20.00 - £30.00
632 A table lamp £5.00 - £10.00
633 A small mahogany coffee table £5.00 - £10.00
634 5 silver rings
635 A quantity of stamp albums and stamps
636 A small ornate dagger
637 A silver plated bird cruet and 3 spirit measures
638 A jewellery box and contents
639 2 old ring sizers
640 A simulated pearl choker
641 A mixed lot of tie pins, brooch etc
642 2 medallions commemorated the death of President Nassar and a cigar cutter
643 2 compass's, a clock, silhouette etc
644 A mixed lot including souvenir
645 A trinket pot with monkey decoration
646 A mixed lot of badges, jewellery etc
647 A tray of costume jewellery
648 A modern table lamp
649 An anniversary clock under dome
650 A French portrait plate
651 A rabbit figure
652 A gilt framed study of a flower girl
653 A German porcelain doll
654 3 glass vases, a scent bottle and a ceramic basket
655 Binoculars and opera glasses
656 A silver topped walking stick
657 A pair of seated bisque figures
658 A quantity of advertising mirrors and prints
659 A pair of gilt framed seascapes (frames a/f)
660 A pair of still life studies (framed a/f)
661 14 pieces of tea ware
662 A Cash's silk study of shire horses
663 A pair of gilt framed country scenes
664 A box of silk pouches
665 A silver plated ceramic 3 piece tea set
666 A gilt framed oil on board Church scene
667 A gilt framed print on canvas
668 An oil on board portrait
669 A set of 5 prints from the originals by Joy Adamson
670 An oak telephone seat
671 A country house scene
672 A small framed tapestry of Christ
673 A mahogany astragal glazed corner cupboard
674 An oil on board entitled Stesey Trader MIll, Lincoln and signed Murphy
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675 A framed and glazed watercolour
676 An oil on canvas signed M Stewart Gibson
677 A framed and glazed river scene
678 An oil on canvas of a windmill
679 An unframed oval study of a galleon
680 5 model aeroplanes
681 An oak framed and glazed oil painting of fishing boars
682 A mahogany standard lamp
683 A pair of tall Continental bisque figures
684 A Guinness advertising tray
685 A set of chrome and glass shelves
686 A pair of framed and glazed watercolours signed H Smithbirt
687 A Victorian barometer
688 A large oil on canvas nude study
689 An oak framed nostalgic print
690 A gilt framed nostalgic print
691 A framed and glazed watercolour signed Michael S Kitchen
692 3 Oriental plates
693 A Roman style bust
694 A large magnifying glass
695 A Frank H Mason print
696 A gilt framed mountain scene
697 A large quantity of glassware
698 A large hand painted wall plaque
699 A quantity of Lladro figures, all a/f
700 A quantity of china jugs
701 A glass topped coffee table
702 A quantity of trinket ware
703 A mahogany plant stand
704 A mahogany Davenport
705 2 table lamps
706 A pair of Oriental figure and a horn
707 A glass topped coffee table
708 A quantity of Oriental figures etc
709 A quantity of pictures
710 A mixed lot of china etc
711 A quantity of aluminium pans
712 3 barometers
713 A large quantity of knitting wool for machines
714 A Designmaster knitting machine
715 A bedroom chair
716 A Continental street scene
717 An 18 piece dinner set, tureen and 2 dishes
718 A large copper jug and 3 others

719 A Lady Schick Consolette hair dryer (missing lead)
720 2 farm scene watercolours
721 A print entitled Sisters and 3 others
722 4 sets of framed cigarette cards
723 A large collection of new Lord of The Rings Figures, T Shirts etc
724 A quantity of collector's plates
725 3 jars of old buttons
726 A gilt framed oil on board
727 A pair of nostalgic prints
728 An Edwardian 2 seat settee
729 3 pottery table lamps
730 An oak cupboard
731 A Victorian mahogany tip top table
732 A mahogany inlaid chiffioniere
733 A box of Star Wars items including Enterprise
734 A mahogany effect chest of drawers and bedside
735 A school bench
736 A large model of a dinosaur, a/f
737 A commode chair
738 A retro cabinet
739 A rocking chair
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